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All the essays in this volume make clear that both love and faith are essential 
to Kierkegaard’s conception of the good life for a Christian. Only Rick Anthony 
Furtak dares to argue directly that knowledge is similarly essential. This relative 
neglect of the role of knowledge in Kierkegaard’s thought is explicable, I believe, 
as consequence of the fact that faith is often considered to be opposed to knowl-
edge. Furtak is correct, however. Kierkegaard’s is not a noncognitivist fideism. 
Faith serves as a means, according to Kierkegaard, through which Christian 
knowledge is attained, knowledge that is crucial to the good life for a Christian.

Kierkegaard refers frequently, and approvingly, to what he calls “original 
Christianity”2 precisely because of the emphasis he believed it placed on the exis-
tential implications of religious knowledge. Kierkegaard’s account of Christian 
knowledge is strikingly similar, in fact, to the positions of two of the earliest 
church fathers, Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria—so similar that it is not 
unreasonable to assume that the similarity is the result of Kierkegaard’s attempt 
to develop an epistemology that was consistent with the doctrines of the early 
church. The purpose of this essay is to provide a sketch of Kierkegaard’s view 
that Christian knowledge cannot be separated from a way of life that is itself an 
expression of Christian truth, and to show the similarity of this view with the 
views of Irenaeus and Clement.

Knowledge of God
In Fear and Trembling, Kierkegaard refers to human beings as having an “eternal 
consciousness” that he associates with the love of God (FT, 48).3 It would appear 
that Kierkegaard believes the idea of God is built into human consciousness. Pre-
cisely how this is so is something he doesn’t directly address. It may be that it is 
simply part of the way consciousness is constructed,4 or it may be associated with 
a person’s appreciation that his is a finite, or limited, form of rationality.
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Kierkegaard asserts in Philosophical Crumbs that “one does not believe that 
there is a God, even though one assumes that there is.” He continues, “This is a 
misuse of language. Socrates did not have faith that there was a God. What he 
knew [vidste] about God he achieved through recollection” (Crumbs, 153). This 
reference to “recollection” recurs in Kierkegaard’s journals, where he observes 
that both proving that there is a God, and being convinced of this by proofs, are 
“equally fantastic,”

for just as no one has ever proven it, so has there never been an atheist, even 
though there certainly have been many who have been unwilling to let what 
they knew get control of their minds. . . . With respect to the existence [Til-
værelsen] of God, immortality, etc., in short with respect to all problems of 
immanence, recollection applies; it exists altogether in everyone only he does 
not know it. (JP, 3:3606.)

It makes sense that Kierkegaard would have felt no need to defend the view that 
the idea of God is included in the contents of human consciousness. This view is 
part of the earliest Christian orthodoxy and was very likely a part of Kierkegaard’s 
theological studies at the University of Copenhagen. Close examination of the 
writings of Irenaeus, one of the earliest of the early church fathers, reveals that 
he also believes that the idea of God is built into human consciousness. God, 
according to Irenaeus,

confers on all a great mental intuition and perception of His most mighty, yes, 
almighty greatness. Therefore, though “no one knows the Father except the 
Son, nor the Son except the Father, and those to whom the Son has revealed 
Him” (cf. Matt. 11:27), yet all beings know this fact at least [i.e., that there is a 
God] because reason, implanted in their minds, moves them, and reveals to 
them that there is one God, the Lord of all.5

Irenaeus appears, actually, to employ a primitive argument from design. He 
writes, for example, that

[c]reated things, in their great number and diversity, fit beautifully and har-
moniously into the creation as a whole. And yet, when viewed individually, 
they appear discordant and opposed to each other, just as the sound of the lute 
makes a single harmonious melody out of many and opposite notes by means 
of the intervals between them. The lover of truth must not be deceived, there-
fore, by the intervals between the different notes, nor imagine that this note 
was the work of one artist or another, and that note due to another, nor think 
that one person fitted the treble, another the bass, and yet another the tenor 
strings. He must not forget that one and the same Artist was responsible for 
the wisdom, justice, goodness, and munificence of the whole work. And those 
who listen to the melody ought to praise and glorify the Artist, and admire 
the tension of some notes, appreciate that relaxation in others, enjoy the mod-
eration of those between the two extremes. Recalling that some things are 
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symbols, they will consider what it is that each thing points to and what causes 
it. But they will never alter the rule, nor stray from the Artist, nor abandon 
faith in the one God who made all things, nor blaspheme our Creator.6

That is, “[c]reation,” according to Irenaeus, “shows its Creator, and what is made 
suggests its Maker.”7 One need only be a “lover of truth,” according to Irenaeus, 
in order to see this.

To the extent, however, that reason reveals to the individual that there is a 
God, knowledge that God exists does not require the assistance of the kind of 
revelation that Christianity is chiefly concerned with. That is, knowledge that 
there is a God is not specifically Christian. It is tempting to conclude, given 
Kierkegaard’s skeptical leanings, that there is no specifically Christian knowl-
edge on his view. It’s clear, however, from Kierkegaard’s remarks in his journals 
that such a conclusion would be mistaken.

Christian Knowledge
Christian knowledge comprises both what philosophers traditionally refer to as 
“acquaintance knowledge” and “propositional knowledge,” where the former is 
the source of the latter, just as our acquaintance with the objects of our expe-
rience is the source of our propositional knowledge of them. And just as our 
knowledge of empirical reality dictates to us a certain manner of navigating our 
way through this reality, so does our knowledge of religious truth, according to 
Kierkegaard, dictate to us a certain manner of navigating our way through the 
moral landscape.

Christian knowledge is a subset of what Kierkegaard refers to as “essential 
knowledge,”8 and essential knowledge is “essentially related to existence.” But 
this does not signify, explains Kierkegaard, “that abstract identity mentioned 
above between thought and being; nor objectively does it mean that knowledge 
corresponds to something that is there as its object. It means that knowledge 
relates to the knower, who is essentially someone existing, and that for this rea-
son all essential knowledge essentially relates to existence and to existing” (Post-
script, 166).

“Everything Is New In Christ,” observes Kierkegaard in his journals. “This 
will be my position for a speculative Christian epistemology” (JP, 2:2277). Chris-
tian knowledge is a product of revelation, and the specific revelation with which 
Kierkegaard is concerned can be characterized as an encounter with Christ, or 
as contemporaneity with Christ, as Kierkegaard expresses it in Philosophical 
Crumbs.9 “Christ is the truth,” according to Kierkegaard, hence to know Christ is 
to know the truth (Crumbs, 205).

But what does it mean to know Christ? Epistemologists are interested pri-
marily in propositional knowledge. It appears, however, that in every instance 
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where Kierkegaard refers to “knowledge” of Christ, the Danish expression is 
either “Kjendskab” or some form of the verb “kjende,” and these terms refer to 
acquaintance knowledge rather than propositional knowledge.10 There is even 
at least one place where Kierkegaard alters the then–current Danish transla-
tion of the New Testament by replacing the expression “know” (kiende), in 
connection with the truth of Christianity, with “experience” (erfarer).11 The 
reference is from his papers, where he quotes John 7:17 as “If anyone’s will is 
to do my father’s will, he shall experience whether the teaching is from God or 
on my own authority” (JP, 2:1881).12 This substitution is important. It provides 
us with a key to understanding an early journal entry in which Kierkegaard 
asserts that “[t]he historical anticipation of and also the position in human 
consciousness13 corresponding to the Christian ‘Credo ut intelligam’ [I believe 
in order that I might understand] is the ancient Nihil est in intellectus quod 
non antea fuerit in sensu [There is nothing in the intellect that has not previ-
ously been in the senses]” (JP, 2:1098). That is, a person meets Christ, accord-
ing to Kierkegaard, in the moment of faith. This meeting yields acquaintance 
“knowledge” of Christ. If there is Christian knowledge in the propositional 
sense, this acquaintance knowledge of Christ both precedes it and provides 
the foundation for it. To become acquainted with Christ is an experience that 
is related to the intellect in a manner analogous to the way sensory experience 
is related to the intellect.

Experience, according to Kierkegaard, belongs to the realm of existence, or 
actuality. It becomes knowledge, or a candidate for knowledge, only when it is 
brought into relation to ideality in the intellect. Hence, for Kierkegaard, Chris-
tian knowledge, in the propositional sense, is a consequence of—rather than, as 
some have argued, equivalent to—Christian experience.14 “Knowing the truth,” 
argues Kierkegaard in Practice in Christianity, is not equivalent to being the 
truth, but instead is something that “ follows of itself from being the truth” (PC, 
205, emphasis added).

But what does it mean to be the truth? Christianity posits that people are 
sinful. Even the believer is still a sinner. To be sinful, explains Kierkegaard in 
Crumbs, is to be essentially outside the truth. To be outside the truth in this way 
is to be incapable of understanding it, or of becoming properly related to it on 
one’s own, because if this were possible, then in an important sense, one could 
not really be said to be outside it. To be essentially outside the truth, according to 
Kierkegaard, is to need assistance to gain a proper understanding of it, or to be 
put into the proper relation to it. Such assistance, he argues, can come only from 
the truth itself.15

This is the difference between what Kierkegaard refers to as “guilt conscious-
ness”16 and “sin consciousness.”17 A person’s understanding of himself as sinful is 
inseparable from his understanding the truth, in that sin is what separates him 
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from the truth. If a person is essentially ignorant of the truth, then the truth can 
be called “the unknown” (Crumbs, 111–118) Thus Climacus argues that

the individual, if he is truly to come to know something about the unknown 
(God), must come to know that it is different from himself, absolutely differ-
ent. The understanding cannot come to know this by itself (because, as we 
have seen, this is self-contradictory). If it is to come to know this, it must come 
to know this through God . . . One needs God simply in order to come to know 
God is the different, and now comes to know that God is absolutely different 
from himself. But if God is absolutely different from human beings, this can-
not have its basis in what human beings owe to God (for to this extent they 
are related), but in what they are themselves responsible for, or what they have 
themselves earned. What then is the difference? What else could it be but sin. 
(Crumbs, 119.)

“Christianity,” asserts Kierkegaard in The Sickness Unto Death, “assumes that 
neither paganism nor the natural man know what sin is; yes, it assumes there 
must be a revelation from God to reveal what sin is” (Sickness, 89).

According to Kierkegaard, a person does not come to know that sin is the 
difference between himself and God, or himself and the truth, as a result of his 
own efforts to understand this difference. He comes to know this as a result of 
having been transformed in a manner that makes such knowledge possible.18 This 
transformation can be brought about only by God.19

A person cannot come to know the truth in the sense of what sin is, or 
that it is sin that separates him from God, on his own, because if he could, he 
would essentially possess this knowledge even if he happened, accidentally, to be 
unaware of it. The truth must come to the sinner. Eternal ethical-religious truth 
must come to be in time. Kierkegaard refers to this intersection of the temporal 
and the eternal as a “paradox.”20 But it is not primarily the difficulty of conceiving 
a synthesis of temporality and eternality that presents an obstacle to the under-
standing, according to Kierkegaard. Indeed, he defines human beings as such 
a synthesis.21 The difficulty is rather that a person’s own eternal consciousness, 
or understanding of the truth, is supposed to come to be through his relation to 
this paradox, which is to say, through his encounter with the god in time. What a 
person comes to know, through his encounter with the god in time, is not that he 
must conform his concrete existence to abstract ethical-religious ideality. This is 
something that he is presumed already to know, to the extent that he is innately 
conscious that there is a God who is not only the creator of the universe, but 
also the author of the moral law that he is aware of through the medium of his 
conscience. What he comes to know, as a result of this encounter, is that he is 
essentially incapable of doing what he is eternally responsible for doing.

Such knowledge cannot help but be offensive, and the knower naturally reb-
els against it. It is offensive in that it is self-contradictory to propose that a person 
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could be eternally responsible for doing something he is essentially incapable 
of doing. It’s an offense to reason, in that it is incoherent; and it’s an offense to a 
person’s innate moral sense, in that it is obviously unjust. To the extent that this 
is the message of the god in time, a person will be unable to get this message into 
his head, so to speak.22 How then, asks Kierkegaard,

does the learner come to an understanding with this paradox . . . It happens 
when the understanding and the paradox meet happily in the moment, when 
the understanding sets itself aside and the paradox gives itself; and this third 
thing, in which this happens (because it happens neither through the under-
standing, which is excused, nor through the paradox which offers itself—but 
in something), is the happy passion we will now give a name . . . We will call 
it: faith. (Crumbs, 128–129.)

To learn the truth, according to Kierkegaard, is thus to become a believer. A per-
son becomes a believer when, after having surrendered his reason to the paradox, 
he receives the condition for understanding the truth.23

One might wonder why Kierkegaard would refer to a person’s belief that he is 
a sinner as a “happy passion.” The answer is that sin is only half of what a person 
is expected to believe as a Christian. Grace is the other half, and grace relieves the 
impression of guilt, which, according to Kierkegaard, is omnipresent in human 
consciousness. Hence Kierkegaard argues, “The hope of the life-giving Spirit is 
against the hope of the understanding” (FSE, 82–83). A person can understand 
guilt. What he cannot understand without divine assistance is that, in the eyes of 
the eternal, he is forgiven.24

The forgiveness of sins is thus “the absurd” (JP, 2:1215).25 It is absurd in the 
sense that, from the perspective of the sinner (i.e., from the human perspective) 
it seems impossible. “[W]hen the believer has faith,” asserts Kierkegaard, how-
ever, “the absurd is not the absurd—faith transforms it. . . . The passion of faith 
is the only thing capable of mastering the absurd rightly understood” (JP, 1:10). 
Faith transforms the absurd because faith is an expression of a person’s encoun-
ter with the infinite. A person understands the forgiveness of sins to the extent 
that he encounters God’s love in the passion of faith, the “love” that, according to 
Kierkegaard, “hides a multitude of sins” (EUD, 78).

A person who has encountered God’s love is thus able to understand both 
that he is a sinner and that his sins are forgiven. Not only is he able to understand 
these things; he is able to achieve certainty, in the psychological sense, that this 
conception of himself and his relation to God corresponds to reality.26 According 
to Kierkegaard, such an individual is immediately related to the reality of God’s 
love in this encounter.27 Since the reality of God’s love is presumably that his sins 
are forgiven, he can be said to appreciate this forgiveness through an insight into 
the essence of this love made possible by his immediate relation to it. The reality 
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of the forgiveness of sins is fundamentally subjective, in that it can be said to be 
equivalent to the sinner’s appreciation that his sins are forgiven, which appre-
ciation he gains through his encounter with God’s infinite love. The forgiveness 
of sins, according to Kierkegaard, is not something that awaits one in eternity. 
“The forgiveness of sins,” he argues, “means to be helped temporally” (JP, 2:1123) 
in that it represents liberation from the feeling of guilt that is omnipresent in 
human consciousness.28 To the extent, however, that the knowledge in question 
is subjective, the truth to which it is related cannot be a property of thought but 
must be instantiated in the existence of the knower. This truth is the knower’s 
acceptance that his sins are forgiven.29

A person’s knowledge that his sins are forgiven is contingent on his having 
faith. As soon as “the enthusiasm of faith” (CA, 27) disappears, argues Kierke-
gaard, the lower nature, or “cunning prudence,” will assert itself by endeavoring 
to engage the knower in the dialectic of self-deception in order to “escape the 
knowledge of sin” (CA, 27). That is, a person can know that his sins are forgiven, 
in the sense that he has a concept of such forgiveness of whose correspondence 
to reality he is certain, only while he is in the passion of faith, which is to say, 
only while he is in contact with God’s infinite love. The passion of faith cannot 
be sustained indefinitely, however, but is something at which a person can only 
repeatedly arrive.30

Faith is what Kierkegaard calls “the risky venture.” Before a person has made 
this venture, he continues, “he can understand it only as madness . . . and when 
he has taken the risk he is no longer the same [person]” (Postscript, 355). It is 
through this risky venture that a person is “infinitized” (Postscript, 355). That is, 
one first comes into contact with God’s infinite love, or first comes to feel “in kin-
ship with God,” in faith (Sickness, 120n).

The experience of faith thus provides the foundation for Christian knowl-
edge, just as sensory experience provides the foundation for empirical knowl-
edge. It’s tempting to conclude that while Christian knowledge may initially be 
a result of Christian experience, once it has been attained, it determines, for the 
knower, appropriate Christian behavior such that, from that point on, Christian 
experience, in terms of right action, is either indistinguishable from Christian 
knowledge or follows immediately and unproblematically from it. If this were the 
case, then knowing the good would be indistinguishable from doing the good. 
But to know the good, according to Kierkegaard, is not necessarily to do it. This is 
apparent in the following passage from one of Kierkegaard’s religious discourses:

The double-minded person did have a knowledge of the good . . . Alas contem-
plation [Betragtning] and the moment of contemplation, despite all its clarity, 
easily conceals an illusion, because its moment has something in common with 
the counterfeited eternity. There is a foreshortening that is necessary in order 
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for the contemplation to come about; it must shorten time considerably . . . In 
this it is something like the work of an artist in drawing a map of a country. 
The drawing . . . cannot be as large as the country . . . but it also becomes 
all the easier for the viewer to survey the outlines of that country. And yet if 
that viewer were suddenly set down in the actuality of that country, where 
the many, many miles have all their force, he very likely would not be able to 
recognize the country . . . or as traveler to get his bearings in it. The same thing 
will also happen to the double-minded person. His knowledge has certainly 
been an illusion. What was compacted airtight, as it were, in the completeness 
of contemplation must now be stretched out to its full length. (UDVS, 72)

It’s important to appreciate two things here. The person in question is described 
as having “knowledge of the good.” The problem was not an inadequacy in his 
conception of the good, but instead an inadequacy in his character—that is, he 
was double-minded. Such an inadequacy in character is not restricted, according 
to Kierkegaard, to certain people; it is an expression of sin, which is universal. We 
are all double-minded, according to Kierkegaard, and living as a Christian means 
striving to purge ourselves of this double-mindedness, or to purify our will.31

It’s for this reason that Kierkegaard asserts that the life of a Christian 
only “approaches” the truth. The being of truth, for the Christian, he asserts, 
“approaches [tilnærmer] truth in the striving for it” (PC, 205).32 Only in Christ, 
according to Kierkegaard, are truth and existence combined in such a way that 
they are indistinguishable from each other.

Knowledge of the truth of Christianity appears equivalent, according to 
Kierkegaard, to knowledge that Christianity “is not a doctrine” but instead “a 
believing and a very particular kind of existing [Existeren] corresponding to it” 
(JP, 2:1880),33 where this kind of existing is one that takes Christ’s life as a model 
for one’s own. But while there is clearly such a thing, according to Kierkegaard, 
as Christian knowledge in this sense,34 he argues that Christian truth, or the 
truth of Christianity, when viewed merely as knowledge (i.e., as an idea or con-
cept) abstracted from any existential situation, is untruth.35 One can see, asserts 
Kierkegaard, “what a monstrous mistake it is, almost the greatest possible, to 
didacticize Christianity, and how altered Christianity has become through 
this continual didacticizing is seen in this, that now all expressions are formed 
according to the view that truth is cognition [Erkjendelsen], knowledge [Viden] 
(now one speaks continually of comprehending, speculating, observing, etc.), 
whereas in original Christianity all the expressions were formed according to the 
view that truth is a [way of] being.” (PC, 206.)

Christian knowledge is possible as something that follows from Christian 
experience, and it is reasonable to assume that it was this knowledge to which 
Kierkegaard referred when he said he could conceive of a specifically Christian 
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epistemology, the development of which, he asserted, could be undertaken only 
after a person had become a Christian.

But what is the content of Christian knowledge? We’ve already seen that 
Christian knowledge, according to Kierkegaard, includes the appreciation of the 
believer that his sins are forgiven. To the extent that this knowledge is indistin-
guishable from the appreciation that God is love, the latter too may be under-
stood to be known by the believer in the moment of faith. To these two sorts of 
knowledge we may now add the knowledge that Christianity itself is neither the 
doctrine that one’s sins are forgiven nor the doctrine that God is love, but instead 
a way of life. That is, Christianity is the process of a person’s striving to bring his 
existence into conformity with ethical-religious ideality, which is characterized 
by his belief that the activity itself is pleasing to God and that God does not hold 
against him his failure to establish perfect conformity.

There may be a great deal more that could be placed under the heading of 
Christian knowledge according to Kierkegaard. Whatever Christian knowledge 
comprises, however, it cannot include a knowledge that God came into being in 
the person of Christ, because all knowledge, according to Kierkegaard, is either 
of the eternal, which excludes the temporal, or of the historical. No knowledge, 
he explains in Crumbs, can have for its object that the eternal came into existence 
(Crumbs, 131).

There is a reference to “knowledge [Viden] of Christ” in The Sickness Unto 
Death (Sickness, 113), but the context of the reference makes it clear that it is not 
a reference to knowledge that Christ was God. That is, this knowledge is later 
referred to as a representation (Forestilling), which exists in the knower to a 
greater of lesser degree. “[T]he more conception [Forestilling] of Christ,” asserts 
Kierkegaard, “the more self” (Sickness, 113). That is, the more complete the con-
cept is that one has of what ethical-religious ideality would look like if it were 
expressed in the life of a particular person,36 the more self that one has.

Specifically Christian knowledge, like all other knowledge, according to 
Kierkegaard, is either knowledge of eternal truth, or it is historical knowledge. It 
does not include knowledge that the eternal became historical. A person’s knowl-
edge, for example, that he is a sinner and that his sins are forgiven is historical 
knowledge. Sin is not a part of a person’s eternally established essence, according 
to Kierkegaard, but was freely appropriated at some point. To the extent that a 
person was not always a sinner, his sins cannot for all eternity have been forgiven. 
Both a person’s concept of himself as a sinner and his belief that his sins are 
forgiven concern historical truths. Knowledge that there is a God, on the other 
hand, is knowledge of an eternal truth.

Kierkegaard refers in his journals to “knowledge of the paradox” where he 
argues, in a draft of the Postscript, for example, that “Christian knowledge is 
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not knowledge of the paradox, but knowledge of it in passion and the knowl-
edge of the wise that it can be known only in passion.”37 If we interpret “para-
dox” to stand for the idea that one’s sins are forgiven, then the meaning of 
the claim is clear: Knowledge of the paradox is a passionate grasping of the 
truth that one’s sins are forgiven. If, on the other hand, “paradox” refers to the 
claim that God became man in the person of Christ, then it would appear that 
what Kierkegaard means is that “objectively there is no truth, for an objective 
knowledge of the truth, or truths, of Christianity is precisely untruth. To know 
a declaration of faith by rote is paganism, because Christianity is inwardness” 
(Postscript, 188).

Christian knowledge proper is not “knowledge” of what has historically 
been referred to as Christian doctrine, or, more specifically, “knowledge” that the 
proposition that God became man is part of this doctrine. Christian knowledge 
proper is a grasp of this doctrine in the sense of “the objective uncertainty main-
tained through appropriation in the most passionate inwardness” (Postscript, 
171), as well as the wise person’s insight that the only way one can properly relate 
to this “knowledge” is subjectively, in the passion of faith.

Kierkegaard and Orthodox Epistemology
I began this essay with the assertion that Kierkegaard’s views on the substance of 
Christian knowledge placed him squarely within the tradition of the early Chris-
tian church. Now that we’ve examined Kierkegaard’s views in some detail, it’s 
time to compare those views with the views of some of the church fathers. It is 
difficult to determine the extent of Kierkegaard’s familiarity with the views of the 
church fathers. Some study of their thought, as I observed above, was very likely a 
part of Kierkegaard’s theological studies at the University of Copenhagen. There 
are several references to various church fathers, including Tertullian, Clement 
of Alexandria, and Irenaeus, in Kierkegaard’s works. There are three references 
to Clement of Alexandria in Kierkegaard’s works: one in Repetition (op. cit., 76), 
another in an unpublished polemic against Heiberg (SKS 15:66), and a third in 
Kierkegaard’s journals and papers (SKS 24:259). There is apparently only one ref-
erence to Irenaeus in all of Kierkegaard’s works, published and unpublished. It 
is in his journals and papers (SKS 24:269). The presences of references to these 
two thinkers, scant though they are, at least serve to show that Kierkegaard was 
familiar with their thought.

We saw in the first section that Kierkegaard’s view that knowledge of God, 
or more correctly, the knowledge that there is a God, agreed with the views of 
Irenaeus on this issue. Such knowledge is not, however, specifically Christian, 
so we must see now whether what Kierkegaard considers specifically Christian 
knowledge agrees in substance with the views of the church fathers.
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It’s possible, according to Kierkegaard, to know the truth, or to recognize 
Christ as the truth. God, he observes, did not take on human form “to ridicule 
human beings. His intention cannot thus be to go through the world in such a 
way that not a single person ever came to know [vide] it. He does indeed want 
something of himself to be understood [forstaae]” (Crumbs, 126).

The claim that knowledge of God is possible through an encounter with 
Christ may seem heretical to those who view Christianity as a religion based 
on faith. This passage from Crumbs is strikingly similar, however, to Irenaeus’s 
claim in Against the Heresies that “the Lord did not say that the Father and the 
Son could not be known at all [μη γινωσκεσθαι] for in that case his coming would 
have been pointless.”38

Irenaeus is specifically concerned here with rejecting the claim of the Gnos-
tic Valentinus that the message of the incarnation was God’s inaccessibility to 
human knowledge. “What the Lord really taught,” asserts Irenaeus, “is this: no 
one can know God unless God teaches him; in other words, without God, God 
cannot be known [ανευ Θεου μη γινωσκεσθαι τον Θεον]. What is more,” contin-
ues Irenaeus, “it is the Father’s will that God be known [αυτο δε το γινωσκεσθαι 
αυτον θλημα ειναι του Πατρος].”39

Man’s imperfection, or sin, is, for Irenaeus, the obstacle to his attaining spe-
cifically Christian knowledge. “[T]he Word of the Father [i.e., Christ],” asserts 
Irenaeus, “and the Spirit of God [i.e., faith in Christ], united to the ancient sub-
stance of Adam’s formation [i.e., man], made man living and perfect capable of 
knowing the perfect Father.”40 But sinful man is no longer perfect and hence is 
incapable of knowing God without the intermediacy of Christ. Thus Irenaeus 
asserts that “no one can know God unless God teaches him.”

Can “the truth be taught?” asks Kierkegaard in Crumbs (88). His answer, 
of course, is yes—if God himself teaches it. In other words, Kierkegaard’s claim 
in Crumbs that union with God is necessary in order for specifically Christian 
knowledge to be possible echoes exactly Irenaeus’s claim in Against the Heresies 
that “no one can know God unless God teaches him.”41

The view that knowledge of God is attained through Christ is also central to 
the doctrines of Clement of Alexandria. Clement, like Kierkegaard, refers to God 
as a “teacher.”42 Both Irenaeus and Clement were concerned with opposing the 
doctrines of the Gnostics. This does not mean, however, as one might be tempted 
to suppose, that they rejected the possibility of Christian knowledge.

“The most important aspect of Clement’s philosophy,” writes Salvatore R. C. 
Lilla in his book Clement of Alexandria: A Study in Christian Platonism and 
Gnosticism, “is represented by the idea of gnosis.” But he continues, “[T]he idea of 
gnosis is, in Clement’s thought, closely connected with that of pistis [i.e., faith].”43 
Clement was concerned not merely with discrediting the Gnostics, who, in Lilla’s 
words, “sharply distinguished the pistis of the common believers from the higher 
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gnosis which, according to them, was a natural gift bestowed as a privilege to 
only a very few persons, the πνευματικοι,”44 but also with defending Christianity 
against the accusations of Greek philosophers that it represented an irrational 
faith, a faith that offered no higher knowledge of the truth.

Man’s aim, according to Clement, “is to know God, to have knowledge of 
God (γνωσις του Θεου): ‘We call upon man’,” writes Clement, “‘who was made for 
the contemplation of heaven, and is in truth a heavenly plant, to come to knowl-
edge of God (Protr. 100.3)’.”45 The foundation of such knowledge, according to 
Clement, however, is faith-πιστις. “[T]he two cannot be separated: ‘Now neither 
is knowledge without faith, nor faith without knowledge’ (ηδη δε ουτε η γνωσς 
ανευ πιστεως ουθ η πιστις ανευ γνωσεως) (Stromata. 5.1.3).”46 Or as Wilhelm 
Scherer expresses it, “Ihm steht es von vornherein fest, das sich die Ergebnisse 
des Gnosis nicht von der Regel des Glaubens entfernen können.”47

What distinguishes Irenaeus and Clement from the Gnostics is thus not that 
the latter believed in the possibility of knowledge of God whereas the former did 
not. What distinguished them was that instead of relegating gnosis to a select few, 
they emphasized that gnosis, or Christian knowledge, was possible for everyone 
who had pistis (i.e., faith). “The reason,” writes Henny Fiskå Hägg in Clement of 
Alexandria and the Beginnings of Christian Apophaticism, “that knowledge is not 
in everyone is simply that not all men have faith (Strom. 5.1.); but those who seek 
Him ‘after a true search (κατα την ζητησιν την αληθη) . . . shall be filled with the 
gift that comes from God, that is, true knowledge (της γνωσεως) (Strom. 5.12.2).”48

According to Kierkegaard, again, a person meets Christ in the moment of 
faith. This meeting is what is meant by “knowledge” of Christ, hence acquain-
tance knowledge of Christ precedes genuine Christian knowledge in the prop-
ositional sense. This position is reflected in the view of Clement of Alexandria 
that an “august knowledge of the truth” may be built “on the foundation of faith” 
(Strom. V, Chapter 1).49 The view that acquaintance with Christ is an experience 
that is related to the intellect in a manner analogous to the way sensory experience 
is related to the intellect is not original to Kierkegaard, as one might suppose. It was 
part of the earliest Christian orthodoxy in that it agrees in substance with Clem-
ent’s view of the relation between Christian experience and Christian knowledge.

But what does it mean to be acquainted with Christ? God in the person of 
Christ is, to use Kierkegaard’s own expression, “indistinguishable” [ikke til at 
skjelne] from other people (Crumbs, 126). He cannot be known immediately,50 but 
he can be “seen” only in the metaphorical sense, which is to say, only with “the 
eyes of faith” (Crumbs, 134).

According to Arkadi Choufrine in Gnosis, Theophany, and Theosis, this 
is also Clement’s position.51 That is, Clement refers to what he calls “the visual 
faculty of the soul” (Strom. V, Chapter 1). It is with this faculty, or, as Clement 
goes on to explain, with the love that “allies” the faithful through the agency of 
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“divine love to God in the person of Christ,” that we are able to “see” (Strom. V, 
Chapter 1) that Christ is the truth.

Knowledge of the truth, according to Kierkegaard again, follows from being 
the truth, which is to say that it follows from the belief that God is love, which 
belief is itself an expression of love, or of gratitude toward God for the revelation 
that one’s sins are forgiven. This is also Clement’s position, according to Chou-
frine. “The starting point for Gnosis,” Choufrine explains, “is gnosis: a direct and 
sudden experience of redemption, which has been neither felt as needed, nor con-
templated as a goal, but is a realization of an absolutely unknown possibility.”52

Knowledge of the truth, for both Clement and Kierkegaard, is a product of 
faith, or of a faithful life. Hence Hägg argues that for Clement, “a gnostic is a per-
son whose gnosis is demonstrated through his activities: ‘The gnostic . . . being 
on the one hand not without a knowledge of God (or rather being known by him) 
and on the other hand showing the effects thereof . . . For works (τα εργα) follow 
knowledge as the shadow the body’ (Strom. 7.82).”53

Knowledge is distinguished from the truth itself, or from a way of being. To 
argue, however, that knowledge is distinguishable from the activity that makes 
it possible does not mean that it may be separated from this activity. Specifi-
cally Christian knowledge, like all of what Kierkegaard refers to as “subjective 
knowledge,”54 is essentially prescriptive. It is impossible to separate it from a cer-
tain way of life. The same, again, is true for Clement. According to Hägg, gnosis, 
for Clement, “may be seen as a twofold thing: it is on the one hand, a subject mat-
ter and, on the other, a way or process. . . . [Hence] [t]o have knowledge of God 
is to be part of a process, leading from faith via gnosis to the love of God. Faith 
and love represent the beginning and the end of this process.”55 Or as Kierkegaard 
expresses it, “The being of truth is not the direct redoubling of being in relation to 
thinking, which gives only thought-being . . . [I]t is the redoubling of truth within 
yourself, within me, within him, so that your life, my life, his life . . . is approxi-
mately [Tilnærmelsesvis] the being of truth in the striving for it” (PC, 205).

Neither Kierkegaard nor the church fathers were epistemologists. This does 
not, however, lessen the importance of the role that knowledge plays in their 
thought. Both religious knowledge in general and Christian knowledge in par-
ticular are essential for all these figures for achieving what one could call authen-
tic Christian existence. Kierkegaard never explicitly developed a Christian 
epistemology, because although knowledge figures prominently in his works, it 
is not knowledge, even of the Christian sort, that was his primary interest. He 
argues, for example, that knowledge exists in a “spurious eternity of the imagina-
tion,” and hence that the knower develops “double-mindedness” if knowledge 
is not “slowly and honestly earned by the will’s purity” (UDVS, 74).56 Christian-
ity, according to Kierkegaard, is essentially oriented toward the will rather than 
toward knowledge.57 It is thus the will, or human psychology, that primarily 
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interests him. Willing, according to Kierkegaard, is a more basic activity than 
knowing, and this is part of the reason it is so significant with respect to issues 
in epistemology.58

Kierkegaard is concerned with the difficulties involved in being a Christian, 
or in trying to live a Christian life. “Just when one has understood the truth best,” 
he observes, “the old suddenly crops up again. The infinite, the eternal, hence the 
true, is so alien to the natural man that with him it is as with the dog, which can 
indeed learn to walk upright for a moment but yet continually wants to walk on 
all fours” (WL, 244).

There is indeed Christian knowledge according to Kierkegaard, in the sense 
that it is possible to have an intellectual grasp of the “truths” of Christianity. But 
possession of this “knowledge” is not sufficient to make a person a Christian. “If 
the rights of knowledge are to be given their fair due,” he argues in keeping with 
Clement’s emphasis on “activities,” “we must venture out into life, out upon the 
ocean, and scream in the hope that God will hear . . . only then does knowledge 
acquire its official registration” (JP, 2:2279). “Here in the world of knowledge,” he 
observes, “there rests upon the human being a curse (blessing) which bids him 
eat his bread in the sweat of his brow” (JP, 2:2274).59

A “completely human life,” according to Kierkegaard, is not merely one of 
knowledge, because the medium of knowledge is thought, or ideality, whereas a 
human being is an interesse between thought and being, or between ideality and 
reality. A completely human life consists of action as well as thought, and to be 
really complete, the action in question should represent the efforts of the indi-
vidual to bring the actuality of his existence into conformity with ethical ideality.

To meet Christ, according to Kierkegaard, in the passion of faith, is to come 
to know that God is love, that love is a living, dynamic force, not a mere fact, and 
that Christian truth is a way of living rather than a set of propositions. To meet 
Christ in the moment of faith is to come into contact with the reality of God’s 
love. The knower is said to be certain that the resultant idea that “God is love” cor-
responds to reality because he has “the certainty, which can be had only in infini-
tude” (Postscript, 68); that is, “the certainty of faith” (Postscript, 48). The difficulty, 
however, is that faith is not something a person can attain once and for all. The 
contact established, through faith, with God’s infinite love cannot be indefinitely 
sustained. This infinitude, according to Kierkegaard, is something in which a per-
son cannot, so long as he exists, rest, but to which he can only repeatedly arrive.60

Conclusion
I began this paper with the assertion that knowledge was central to Kierkegaard’s 
conception of “the good life” for the Christian and that, in this respect, it was 
essentially in continuity with the thought of some of the earliest of the early 
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church fathers: Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria. There are relatively few refer-
ences to either Irenaeus or Clement in Kierkegaard’s works, so while it is clear that 
he had at least a passing familiarity with these thinkers, it is impossible to estab-
lish with certainty whether Kierkegaard was deliberately attempting to develop an 
epistemology that was consistent with their thought. There cannot be any ques-
tion, however, that it is. Both Irenaeus and Clement emphasize not merely that 
knowledge can come from faith in Christ, but also that this knowledge cannot be 
separated from a life that can be said to be an expression of Christian truth. This 
is “the good life” for the Christian: a life that is an expression of Christian truth. 
Kierkegaard’s position on the nature of Christian knowledge and its role in the 
life of the Christian places him firmly in the tradition of orthodox epistemology.
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